Answer TWO questions.

1. Do mass protests produce more harm than good? In developing your answer, draw on examples from modern politics in at least one of the following:

   [a] any Caribbean state;
   [b] the United States [of America];
   [c] any West European state;
   [d] the transition from communism to post-communism.

2. To what extent and with what safeguards, would you be in favour of restricting freedom in the interest of combatting terrorism? Use appropriate illustrations.

3. How far is “people rule” being undermined by money power in American politics?

4. Blair’s constitutional reforms leave the power of the British Prime Minister untouched. Critically discuss.

5. Caribbean people have changed while the independence constitutions have not. To what extent is this statement true and what are the implications for constitutional reform?

6. Identify and discuss ways in which the Caribbean state can better survive and develop under globalisation.